McGeary argues that the conventional way of applying Italian opera to contemporary political events and persons by means of allegory and allusion in individual operas is mistaken; nor did partisan politics intrude into the management of the Royal Academy of Music and the Opera of the Nobility. Th is book shows instead how Senesino, Faustina, Cuzzoni, Farinelli, and events at the Haymarket Th eatre were used in political allegories in satirical essays directed against the Walpole ministry. Since most operas were based on ancient historical events, the librettos -like traditional histories -could be sources of examples of vice, virtue, and political precepts and wisdom that could be applied to contemporary politics. Cambridge University Press has no responsibility for the persistence or accuracy of URLs for external or third-party internet websites referred to in this publication, and does not guarantee that any content on such websites is, or will remain, accurate or appropriate.
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A general awareness of the high pitch of Tory-Whig party strife in the early decades of the century and of the politicization of the stage throughout the period has predisposed modern scholars to fi nd partisan or topical politics in the management of the opera companies and the opera librettos themselves. My years of immersion in the topical political journalism and pamphleteering of the day, the ninety or so opera librettos, the unquestionable partisan politics of other literature of the period, and the biographical profi les of the opera sponsors led to a reconsideration of the topical political involvement of the world of Italian opera.
Th e question of the politics of opera can be explored at many levels. From a modern historical vantage point, Italian operas in London might be studied as an expression of the values of its sponsors and audience, as a site expressing class values at a time of the rising middle classes, for their potential as social-political critique of the court or monarchy, as showing how operatic themes refl ect transformations in political thought from absolutism to republicanism and democracy, how opera replicates the structures of power and values that organize social life, or as a force in nationalism and forging national identity. From experience that such inquiries -carried out at high levels of abstraction and generalization about British politics, society, and culture -are usually unsatisfactory, this study quite deliberately takes a more radical historical focus: attempting to discover by recourse to the rich contemporary print culture the political meaning Italian opera -as a genre, institution, or individual operas -would have had for the audiences or libretto readers of Handel's day; how opera was invoked or enlisted for "political work" in the rough-and-tumble of partisan politics of the day; how audiences might have related the opera librettos to current political life.
Not fi tting with this brief of partisan, topical politics are numerous poems, plays, political essays, and high-literary satires that engage Italian opera in contesting issues of cultural politics, answering the questions What sort of nation do we want Britain to be? What forms of art contribute to our ideal of Britain? Th ese issues will be explored in a companion study, Opera and Cultural Politics in Britain, 1700 -1742 .
For assistance in providing the time and access to the primary materials necessary for this work (especially in the years before ECCO), I am grateful to the William Andrews Clark Memorial Library, the Newberry Library, and the NEH Summer Fellowship program for residence fellowships, and for travel awards, to the Newberry Library/British Academy, Th e Handel Institute, and the Paul Mellon Centre for British Art, London.
Th roughout the research and writing of this study, I have benefi ted fromfuller than those in the published transcripts. Manuscript transcriptions reproduce original spelling, abbreviations, and punctuation. Only in rare cases, where meaning requires it, have I provided editorial punctuation in square brackets. Likewise, I have been able to consult in almost all cases the original issues, usually in folio half-sheet format, of newspapers and periodicals, instead of the later collected reprint editions or the paraphrased and excerpted texts in the Gentleman ' s Magazine or the London Magazine . Th is approach has yielded numerous and important remarks and satires on opera in news columns or advertisements that are omitted in the collected editions and, hence, have hitherto gone unnoticed. Dates and issue numbers are those given in the original issues (those in the Craft sman , it must be noted, are occasionally changed in the collected edition). Texts are frequently more complete in the original issues than the collected editions. I indicate quotations from the original texts of periodicals by including the issue number with the date.
In quotations from printed sources, italic and roman are occasionally reversed when an original passage is set in all italics. For dates, the old style calendar years are used, unless noted, except that the New Year is assumed to begin on January 1.
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